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ABSTRACT

Code representation is a key step in the application of AI in soft-
ware engineering. Generic NLP representations are e�ective but
do not exploit all the rich structure inherent to code. Recent work
has focused on extracting abstract syntax trees (AST) and integrat-
ing their structural information into code representations. These
AST-enhanced representations advanced the state of the art and
accelerated new applications of AI to software engineering. ASTs,
however, neglect important aspects of code structure, notably con-
trol and data �ow, leaving some potentially relevant code signal
unexploited. For example, purely image-based representations per-
form nearly as well as AST-based representations, despite the fact
that they must learn to even recognize tokens, let alone their se-
mantics. This result, from prior work, is strong evidence that these
new code representations can still be improved; it also raises the
question of just what signal image-based approaches are exploiting.

We answer this question.We show that code is spatial and exploit
this fact to propose CodeGrid, a new representation that embeds
tokens into a grid that preserves code layout. Unlike some of the
existing state of the art, CodeGrid is agnostic to the downstream
task: whether that task is generation or classi�cation, CodeGrid
can complement the learning algorithm with spatial signal. For
example, we show that CNNs, which are inherently spatially-aware
models, can exploit CodeGrid outputs to e�ectively tackle fun-
damental software engineering tasks, such as code classi�cation,
code clone detection and vulnerability detection. PixelCNN lever-
ages CodeGrid’s grid representations to achieve code completion.
Through extensive experiments, we validate our spatial code hy-
pothesis, quantifying model performance as we vary the degree to
which the representation preserves the grid. To demonstrate its gen-
erality, we show that CodeGrid augments models, improving their
performance on a range of tasks. On clone detection, CodeGrid
improves ASTNN’s performance by 3.3% F1 score.

∗Some work carried out while a visiting scholar at Google DeepMind.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) is transforming the digital economy: it has
achieved, even exceeded, human performance, on a wide range of
tasks, such as natural language translation [41] and image recog-
nition [59, 63], to name a few. It is poised to transform software
development [62]. Code is more constrained than the examples of
natural phenomena, like natural language text or images, on which
ML is usually trained: code obeys an arti�cial (human-devised),
formal grammar; it intermingles that language with natural text
in the form of identi�ers and comments [13], and it speci�es an
execution. Its formality and executeability give it unique proper-
ties like relatively rigid syntax, unambiguous abstract syntax trees
(AST) [35], and control and data �ow.

Researchers applying ML to code have been seeking e�ective
representations that exploit the signal inherent to code’s relatively
greater structure than text [1, 2, 17]. AST-based representations
have been prominent [4, 5, 54] and their results on tasks, like code
classi�cation and code clone detection [78] as well as code comple-
tion [45], have been promising. Unfortunately, learning over AST
representations tends to have trouble with large and deep ASTs,
on which they can fall prey to the vanishing gradient problem [8].
Despite the wide variety of ML architectures and methods for cap-
turing rich structure applied to code, models using a stream of
code tokens as their representation continue to achieve state of
the art performance with structure providing only small improve-
ments [16, 24, 33]. In short, code contains unexploited signal.

Keller et al. [39] recently substantiated this claim, as a side-e�ect
of their work, by exploiting a previously untapped source of code
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signal. They proposedWySiWiM (’What you See isWhat it Means’),
a novel code representation based on an editor’s visual rendering
of code. WySiWiM takes screenshots of the code, then trains CNN-
based computer vision models for software engineering tasks on
those screenshots. WySiWiM’s visual representation does not di-
rectly capture code’s rich structure and mostly contains noise: all
the pixel data that does not contain text. Despite these handicaps,
WySiWiM matched state of the art (SOTA) performance on code
clone detection and code vulnerability prediction tasks. This pio-
neering work shows the e�ectiveness of a visual representation of
source code and the authors suggested that the success ofWySiWiM
may, in part, be due to the maturity and e�ectiveness of computer
vision models, but they left open the question of just what signal
WySiWiM does exploit.

This paper answers this question. The �rst step is to consider
WySiWiM’s construction. Computer vision models, especially CNN
models, are built for grid data. WySiWiM trains a state of the art
CNN computer vision model on screenshots, which are pixel grids.
Keller et al.’s WySiWiM is spatial from the ground up. Thus, WySi-
WiM primarily, and perhaps exclusively, relies on spatial relations
in code’s layout to achieve its results. It must even learn tokens,
if indeed it does learn them, let alone any relations, like type or
dependence, among them.

In stark contrast, machine learning approaches to software en-
gineering tasks have, to date, used code representations, whether
AST, GNN, or token stream, that destroy code’s layout. Transformer
models’ use of byte-pair encoding does capture whitespace, but not
2d layout [24]. Thus, these representations have sought to capture
code’s rich structural information and discounted the importance
of code layout. Certainly, code layout is irrelevant to a compiler and
to the execution of a binary. These facts, however, neglect layout’s
importance to developers.

In any text, layout, or typesetting, matters because they make it
easier to understand. In ’natural’ text, paragraphing consolidates
ideas into blocks and help the reader to navigate a big block of
text [23]. In code, coding conventions determine how code is type-
set in a project. Whether imposed by �at or emergent in a code
base [3], projects adopt coding conventions to speed code mainte-
nance [10]. Some coding conventions have been deemed so e�ec-
tive that languages have been written that enforce them: Python’s
(in)famous whitespace sensitivity is perhaps the most prominent
example [19]. Indeed, Hindle et al. showed indenting alone is an
e�ective proxy for code complexity [29]. Ranging farther a�eld,
experiments show that words are often recognised by their shape,
not attending to their characters [12]. Thus, we speculate that one
reason that the spatiality of code has such strong signal has to do

with the fact that it permits developers to make quick, imperfect, yet

still frequently useful, assessments of a code snippet’s purpose at a

glance. Here, we have in mind System 1 thinking, which is integral
to Daniel Kahneman’s work [36].

So, in practice, developers often obey coding conventions and
carefully typeset their code both horizontally and vertically. Hori-
zontal type setting concerns rules for spacing characters, like op-
erators or delimiters, within a single line; some practitioners will
admit to having debated such details as whether to require spaces
around operators or permit “){” vs. “) {”. Consider Figure 1 to see
how vertical alignment can be critical [71]. Figure 1a, on the left,

1 int robert_age = 32;

2 int annalouise_age = 25;

3 int bob_age = 250;

4 int dorothy_age = 56;

(a) Standard Coding Style.

1 int robert_age = 32;

2 int annalouise_age = 25;

3 int bob_age = 250;

4 int dorothy_age = 56;

(b) Grid Alignment.

Figure 1: Code is spatial! The shared su�x and the 250 outlier

are obscured on the left and jump out on the right.

shows a sequence of assignments, conventionally typeset, using
ragged right, obeying typesetting conventions only horizontally,
within each line. Figure 1a, on the right, shows the same snippet,
spatially typeset. The shared “_age” su�x jumps out, as well as the
anomalous, almost certainly wrong, “250”.

This paper. All the aforementioned examples intuitively argue
in favor of attempting to explore a signal in code with respect to its
layout. The performance of the WySiWiM approach provides an
insight that code spatiality may have a much stronger importance
than ever considered in the literature of code representation.

Guided by the importance of code layout, we introduce Code-
Grid, a new code representation that is spatially-aware and built
for consumption by architectures that exploit spatial relations,
like CNNs.

Unlike WySiWiM, CodeGrid is aware of tokens. It vectorises to-
kens by mapping each token to a vector value using three di�erent
methods of varying complexity: (1) a naive “Color Vectorizing”
method that uses code colors for each token, where the color is
selected according to the TF-IDF value of the token. Token vectors
are constructed with 3-dimensional values that explore the RGB
color space where color vectors are ordered to take into account
brightness following the approach of Bezryadin et al. [9]. The token
with the highest average TF-IDF value will be mapped with the vec-
tor associated to the highest brightness score; (2) the “Word2Vec

Vectorizing” that is directly based on a re-trainedWord2Vec model
using the datasets of our study; and (3) the “Code2Vec Vectoriz-
ing” that leverages the state of the art pre-trained Code2Vec [5]
model built based on AST paths in code snippets. We consider its
keyedvectors1 format, which yields a 300 dimension vector for
every token in the training vocabulary.

The code grid. We consider that code is a character-by-line
grid; CodeGrid must preserve this coordinate system. In the code
grid, each token has a character length. Each token’s embedding
vector also has length, but in a di�erent dimension, with di�erent
semantics than its layout length. There are various ways to map
a token’s vector into the cells its raw lexeme occupies in the grid:
place the vector in one cell and zero vectors into the rest, one could
average the vector across the cells or one could repeat the vector
in each cell. In this work, we show that the last option works best
in practice. Future work would be to employ an architecture that
learns its own solution to this mapping problem.

Our experimental results show the value of building a spatial
representation that is directly aware of code and its properties.

1https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/keyedvectors.html
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Models trained using CodeGrid consistently outperform WySi-
WiM. CodeGrid achieves near SOTA results on code classi�-
cation, vulnerable code prediction, and code completion tasks.
This last task is impossible for WySiWiM, because it is unaware
of tokens.

Finally, we validate our “code is spatial” hypothesis, using our
four tasks.We compare two grid representations: one that utterly de-
stroys code layout and an intermediate one that obscures it against
CodeGrid and show that models trained with CodeGrid achieve
2.4% to 11.9% more performance on precision. Our main contribu-
tions are as follow:

• We demonstrate that code is spatial — that its layout, both hor-
izontal and vertical, carry useful signal that machine learning
models can e�ectively exploit.

• We introduce CodeGrid, a novel grid representation of code that
combines the spatial layout of code with lexical information.

• We show that models built using CodeGrid achieve high perfor-
mance on code clone detection, code classi�cation, and vulnera-
bility detection (coming within [2..5%] on various measures).

2 APPROACH

CodeGrid takes a code fragment and builds a grid representation.
A major step in CodeGrid is the construction of the code grid,
where the main idea is to ensure that the coordinate system in the
code layout is preserved (Section 2.2). Finally, grid representations
of code are fed into spatial-aware neural network architectures to
train models for speci�c software engineering tasks (Section 2.3).
We discuss implementation details for replication purposes (Sec-
tion 2.4).

2.1 Code Is Spatial

We assert that understanding and navigating code involves sys-
tem 1, which, by de�nition, brings to bear a collection of quick
heuristics for whatever task it is asked to solve. For coding tasks,
some of these heuristics exploit code layout, or typesetting. Good
code typesetting, we claim, even permits perceiving high-level
code semantics visually. This is why code typesetting impacts code
readability and whymany coding conventions specify detailed type-
setting rules. Indeed, in some program languages, notably Python,
spatial properties (e.g., indentation) are even part of the syntax. Fun-
damentally, typesetting implies that program code has a character-
based coordinate system. Humans view and edit it with IDES that
preserve this character-granular coordinate system. Developers
themselves both de�ne and exploit this coordinate system when
they add arbitrary spaces, tabs, etc. This work rests on the assump-
tion that code has visual semantics that contains strong and ex-
ploitable signal. Recast as the principle, this assumption means that
any code representation targeting software engineering tasks has
two implications:

• Code representations should preserve the coordinate system

(i.e., the grid) of code. Indeed, code has visual semantics as
experimentally suggested by the performance achieved with
image-based representations of code [39].

• Models should themselves be spatially-aware to exploit spatial

code representations. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

(CNNs) are appealing in this regard since the convolutional
structure in a neural network is built to exploit spatially
ordered data [26].

2.2 Representation: Constructing a Code Grid

Given a code sample, CodeGrid unfolds a multi-step process to
produce a grid representation where each code token is carefully
encoded, in a way that captures its importance for modeling, and
mapped to a grid cell. The size of the grid as well as it organisa-
tion (i.e., the position of cells) faithfully account for the spatial
dimension of code. Figure 2 unfolds, with a running example, the
di�erent steps that are carried out to produce the �nal code grid
representation. Note that the colorful visualization that is provided
is only for illustration purposes in this paper (i.e., the target out-
put of CodeGrid is not an image, but rather a matrix grid with
numerical values).
❶-❷ Preprocessing and Tokens Extraction. CodeGrid exclu-
sively targets the representation of source code. Annotations such
as code comments are left out from the design of CodeGrid. Its
preprocessing step removes comments before splitting code into its
constituting tokens. Every single token, including punctuation, is
extracted and kept as such, because, like whitespace, punctuation
is integral to typsetting. All tokens seen in the overall dataset of
code samples constitute the code vocabulary.
❸ Retrieving the Coordinate System. When extracting tokens,
CodeGrid preserves the information about the spatial positions
that they occupy when code is viewed in a text editor. To that end,
CodeGrid scans the code using a cursor that moves through the
whole code to record the coordinates of each code token. The initial
position (top-left) is assigned the origin position (0, 0). The cursor
moves from left to right per character and each encountered token
C is assigned the coordinates (GC , ~C ) of its �rst character.

Because CodeGrid faithfully follows the spatial properties of
each code sample, the inferred grid has a variable size. Concretely,
given a sample �8 , the grid size will have a height �8 and a width
,8 that are derived as follows:

�8 = # > 5 ;8=4B 8= �8 (1)

,8 = max
9∈[1...�8 ]

(;4=(;8=4 9 )) (2)

where ;8=4 9 is the 9Cℎ line of code and ;4= is a function that counts
the number of characters (including spaces).
❹ Vectorizing Tokens. CodeGrid constructs its representation
by vectorizing character-based tokens. To realize CodeGrid, we
considered and experimented with three di�erent vectorizations:
word2vec, code2vec, and a novel colorization technique. To vec-
torize via Word2Vec, we re-trained a Word2Vec [53] model on our
study’s datasets (Section 3.1) and used its embeddings. Code2Vec [5]
is a more recent, code-focused approach that learns token represen-
tations from ASTs. For CodeGrid, we directly used its keyedvectors
format, which maps every token to a 128-dimension vector.

In addition to these two techniques, we devised a simple, inter-
pretable heuristic that “colorizes” tokens by mapping them to RGB
color vectors. Chen et al. [15] introduced a heuristic code vector-
ization that replaces each character with its ASCII decimal value.
This heuristic is not immediately suitable to our task: CodeGrid
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Figure 2: CodeGrid Representation Construction.

works on tokens, not characters, so its vocabulary is much larger (>
128). Inspired by this ASCII heuristic, we designed a naïve “Color
Vectorizing” technique. As already mentioned, it maps tokens to
RGB color codes. This encoding can handle a vocabulary of over
16 million tokens. As a reference point, our experimental datasets
include 693 054 distinct tokens.

We turned to Information Retrieval (IR) to devise a token encod-
ing that captures token importance. The Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [64] is an prominent IR technique
used in text vectorization algorithms [69]. Concretely, for each
token in the vocabulary, CodeGrid computes the average of its
TF-IDF values across the entire corpus following the formula in
Equation (3) below.

tf (C, 2) =
=C,2

∑

:∈2 =:,2
(3)

idf (C,�) = log

(

|� |

|{2 ∈ � | C ∈ 2}|

)

(4)

t�df (C, 2,�) = tf (C, 2) · idf (C,�) (5)

imp(C) =
1

|� |

(

∑

2∈�

t�df (C, 2,�)

)

(6)

where C is a token in a code sample 2 , =C,2 is the number of oc-
currences (multiplicity) of C in 2 , and =:,2 is the number of tokens
(including C ) in 2 .

To build “color vectors”, we �rst sort all the tokens in the corpus
by importance, then sort all RGB values by brightness, using a
heuristic proposed by Bezryadin et al. [9]. Then, we map each token
C to an RGB color vector 2 , where imp(C8 ) > imp(C 9 ) implies the
brightness of 28 is greater than that of 2 9 .

With these token vectors, we convert the code layout into a
grid that associates each cell a vector representing either a code
token or a space. As core to typesetting, CodeGrid must explicitly
encode spaces. The space character vector, denoted EB , is fresh, i.e.
di�erent from any assigned token vector and is selected by picking
a random vector among the unassigned vectors after vectorizing
tokens. When placing a vector in the grid whose raw token has
= characters, we place the vector at the coordinate position that
corresponds to token’s �rst character. If the cells corresponding to a
token’s remaining characters are left empty, the grid will be sparse,
which challenges learning [22]. Therefore, we copy a token’s vector
value in all grid cells its token occupies. We refer the reader to
Section 3.8 for a discussion on the validity of this design choice.

OOV tokens. For all three token encodings, we represent out-
of-vocabulary tokens with an <UNK> token, whose value is fresh
w.r.t. the vocabulary. Code2Vec already supported an <UNK> token,
so we reused it. We manually added <UNK> to the Word2Vec and
Color vectorizers.
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Figure 3: Learning on Grids

2.3 Learning on Grids

Models must be able to input and exploit CodeGrid’s grid repre-
sentations of code to produce spatially aware models as shown in
Figure 3. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [44] match this
criterion: composed of multiple building blocks, such as convolu-
tion layers, pooling layers, and fully connected layers, CNNs are
designed to automatically and adaptively learn spatial hierarchies
of features. Widely used in the context of computer vision [75],
CNN models generally take as input digital images, which are in
reality two-dimensional (2D) grids containing pixel values. A CNN-
based model scans all the cells in these grids in order to extract
any relevant features [77] while successfully capturing the spatial
dependencies in an image through the application of relevant �lters.

Researchers and practitioners have achieved exceptional per-
formance using CNNs on a variety of tasks and are now popular
across the AI community. Indeed, in image processing, CNNs e�ec-
tively use adjacent pixels information to e�ectively downsample
the image while preserving the spatial interactions among pixels.
This way, CNNs can assign importance, which is characterized
by learnable weights and biases, to various aspects/objects in the
image and be able to di�erentiate one from another.

Our tool, CodeGrid, accounts for the spatial dimension of code
by placing each token into the grid cell it occupies in a character-
granular view of the source code. CNNs are therefore well suited
for learning characteristics from our code representations. Given a
code corpus and a task at hand (labels for classi�cation), we feed the
set of grids produced by CodeGrid as input data to a CNN-based
architecture and train a model.

2.4 Implementation

We implemented CodeGrid in Python. We used Pandas and Numpy
libraries to manipulate raw data and operate on matrices to con-
struct the code grid. For manipulating the code layout, we used
“GNU indent”2, a program re-formats C to obey a coding convention.
To compute TF-IDF, we used scikit-learn; to compute brightness, we
used the nltk libraries. We build on Gensim [66], PyTorch [40] and
PixelCNN [61] for training the Word2Vec model and conducting
our deep learning experiments.

2https://www.gnu.org/software/indent/

Table 1: Summary of the datasets

Task
Total # of # of code samples

References
code samples in test set

Code Clone Detection 40,000 8,000 [39, 70, 78]
Code Classi�cation 52,000 10,400 [39, 54, 55, 78]
Vulnerability Prediction 420,627 84,126 [48, 56, 57]
Code Completion 874,590 174,918 [4]

3 EVALUATION

We evaluate CodeGrid on four typical tasks that are widely used
in the literature of AI applications in software engineering. Our
experimental setup (Section 3.1) is guided by the requirements of the
considered tasks and our validation is based on performancemetrics
that we have identi�ed for comparison against strong baselines
related to source code representation for learning-based software
engineering (Sections 3.3-3.6). Subsequently, we propose to validate
the “code is spatial” hypothesis by arti�cially manipulating the
layout of the code snippets in our study dataset (Section 3.7). Finally,
we present experimental results that highlight the validity of our
design choices in the grid cell �lling method (Section 3.8) and assess
the token vectorizing techniques (Section 3.9).

3.1 Experimental Setup

Benchmarks. We use benchmarks that have been proposed in
the literature to evaluate the performance AI models for software
engineering tasks. Table 1 summarizes the size these benchmarks,
along with references to state of the art works where they have
been exploited. The tasks that we consider in our evaluation have
been chosen because they are seminal software engineering tasks
that have already been tackled in the AI for software engineering
literature. Notably, these are code clone detection, code classi�-
cation, vulnerable code detection and code completion tasks. We
discuss, later in this section, each task in more detail.
Baselines.We compare our approach (i.e., the CodeGrid code rep-
resentations associated with a CNN-based architecture) to a variety
of approaches. Concretely, we put a signi�cant e�ort in identifying,
for each task, strong baselines from the recent literature. Here, we
compare our results to performance results on the same bench-
marks reported by the authors in their published work, instead of
reproducing their work. Our goal is to validate the spatial signal in
code and show how it can augment existing models, not introduce
a new technique or conduct a replication study. We acknowledge
the threat this decision poses to our �ndings, due to variations
in hardware, tool con�guration, etc.. We note, however, that we
experimentally con�rmed on uniformly selected samples that the
replication packages provided by the authors lead to very similar
results as those reported in the papers in our environment.

• SLM [4] is a structural language model of code that has achieved
high performance on code completion.

• TBCNN [54] implements tree-based convolutional neural net-
works to model programming languages where program vectors
are explicitly learned from the AST tree features.

• ASTNN [78] develops a specialized neural network model for
scaling to large ASTs.

• WySiWiM [39], applies represents code as images for learning
representations that are exploited on software engineering tasks.
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• SySeVR [48] is a deep learning-based approach to vulnerability
detection that learns to identify program regions that are likely
to contain vulnerabilities.

Our comparison focuses, for each baseline, on the task on which
their original implementations have been shown to be successful
in their original publication. We use Checkmarx as a baseline in the
vulnerability detection task although it is not deep learning based,
because it appears in the literature as a key baseline. As already
noted, Table 3, Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 contain data, and make
comparisons, based on the published IR results of the cited prior
work, as we do not intend to compare the inference time.
Architecture.We select CNN-based architectures for our experi-
ments. Depending on the tasks, we use di�erent CNN-based archi-
tectures to �t with our constraints. For tasks involving the training
of a classi�er, we rely on Deep Residual Network (ResNet) [28].
This architecture has been demonstrated to be one of the best CNN-
based architectures for image classi�cation [18].

For the code completion task, however, we require a generative
architecture. We therefore selected PixelCNN [72], which is a model
used for conditional image generation, i.e. predicting a pixel in
an image given the previous pixels. We use PixelCNN to predict
missing cell values in the grid.

Although pre-trained versions of these architectures exist, they
already pre-set the grid sizes. Therefore, we adapt both ResNet
and PixelCNN architectures to handle larger dimension vectors by
replacing their input layers with new input layers that �t to Code-

Grid grids’ shape, before retraining them with our datasets.
Training. We trained the models for each task by using the appro-
priate benchmark’s dataset (Table 1). Because the tasks are indepen-
dent, CodeGrid handles each dataset independently. Before using
the CodeGrid grids as input to each model, we handle their varying
sizes by considering the highest width and height from each dataset
and then applying padding to this size for each sample. For our
evaluations, we divided the dataset into training (75%), validation
(5%) and testing (20%) following prior work (e.g., [78]) to which
we compare against. With ResNet architecture, the training is con-
ducted over 150 epochs. With PixelCNN, the training is conducted
over 200 epochs.
Metrics. We measure classi�cation performance using the clas-
sical metrics of Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 score. For the
generative task of code completion, we follow Alon et al. [4] and
report the exact match accuracy at : , which indicates the number of
relevant tokens among the �rst : predictions. As for the evaluation
of the SLM [4] approach, we use 1 and 5 for : values.

CodeGrid Evaluation objective: By assessing the performance
on a variety of tasks, we seek to demonstrate that:

(1) with CodeGrid, we capture a strong signal in code that is
useful for learning to solve software engineering tasks;

(2) the learned representations are e�ective for diverse tasks,
including generative ones;

(3) CodeGrid combined with Code2Vec as cell values can
achieve high performance on several tasks.

Table 2: CodeGrid Ablation Study

(a) Classi�cation Tasks

Task Vectorizing Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score

Code Clone Detection
Word2Vec - 98.4 95.7 97.0
Code2Vec - 99.6 96.1 97.8
Color - 95.9 94.2 95.0

Code Classi�cation
Word2Vec 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0
Code2Vec 97.2 97.2 97.2 97.2
Color 91.8 91.8 91.8 91.8

Vulnerability Detection
Word2Vec 96.2 93.8 - 90.7
Code2Vec 98.4 94.9 - 92.9
Color 93.8 90.7 - 92.2

(b) Code Completion Task

acc@k (exact-match)

Vectorizing Method @1 @5

CodeGrid + Word2Vec 9.07 15.80
CodeGrid + Code2Vec 7.54 15.09
CodeGrid + Color Vectorizer 14.91 22.70

3.2 CodeGrid Ablation Study

CodeGrid must vectorize code tokens (Figure 2, stage 4). We con-
sider three di�erent tokens vectorizer methods (Section 2): the
color-based vectorizing method which maps each token to a 3D
vector representing a color in the RGB range, the Word2Vec-based
vectorizing method and the Code2Vec-based vectorizing method
which considers the keyed-format of Code2Vec pre-trained model.
In this �rst experiment, we consider an ablation study to compare
those three token vectorizer methods.
The Experiment. For this ablation study, we consider all the clas-
si�cations tasks and the code completion task described in the
sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.
The Results. Table 2a demonstrates that, on the code classi�cation,
CodeGrid performs best when considering grid’s cells are �lled
using Code2Vec’s embeddings. For the code completion task, the
“Color Vectorizing” method outperforms the “Word2 Vectorizing”
and “Code2Vec Vectorizing” methods. Overall, CodeGrid performs
best on three of the four tasks when using the “Code2Vec Vectoriz-
ing” method. Thus, in the remaining sections, we use CodeGrid
to refer to CodeGrid Code2Vec token embeddings; all subsequent
comparisons with the baselines are against this variant.

3.3 CodeGrid on Clone Detection

While the de�nition of Code clones varies across the literature where
researchers consider di�erent levels of similarity at the lexical, syn-
tactic and semantic levels, the research direction on clone detection
is fairly active [65, 67], with several applications in plagiarism de-
tection, origin analysis, program understanding, code compacting,
malicious code detection, etc. In recent years, machine learning
techniques have been applied towards improving performance of
code clone detection tools [74, 76, 78].
The Task Given a pair of code samples, the clone detection task
consists in determining whether they are similar (at di�erent levels:
lexical, syntactic or semantic). The literature distinguishes several
types of Cloning, including Type-1 (with identical code fragments,
except for di�erences in whitespace, layout, and comments), Type-2
(with identical code fragments, except for di�erences in identi�er
names and literal values, in addition to Type-1 clone di�erences),
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1 public static boolean isPalindrome(String

original) {

2 String reverse = "";

3 int length = original.length ();

4 for (int i = length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

5 reverse = reverse + original.charAt(i

);

6 if (original.equals(reverse))

7 return true;

8 else

9 return false;

10 }

(a) Code Fragment 2

1 public static boolean isPalindrome(String

string) {

2 if (string.length () == 0)

3 return true;

4 int limit = string.length () / 2;

5 for (int forward = 0, backward = string.

length () - 1; forward < limit;

forward++, backward --)

6 if (string.charAt(forward) != string.

charAt(backward))

7 return false;

8 return true;

9 }

(b) Code Fragment 1

Figure 4: Type-4 Code clone pair identi�ed with CodeGrid

Type-3 (with syntactically similar code fragments that di�er at
the statement level) and Type-4 (with syntactically dissimilar code
fragments that implement the same functionality). The latter are the
most challenging to detect and have been scarcely investigated in
the literature in contrast with former types on which high accuracy
was achieved by lexical and syntax-based clone detectors such as
CCFinder [37], Deckard [34], SourcererCC [68].

BigCloneBench (BCB) [70] is widely used in the community for
assessing clone detection tools, as it includes a mix of di�erent
types of clones. BCB consists of ∼8 million clone pairs mined from
25 000 open source Java projects in the IJaDataset-2.0 [6] (3 million
source code �les and 250 millions of lines of code). Nevertheless,
to ensure a direct and unbiased comparison with our baselines,
we evaluate on the same subset of 40k Type-4 clone pairs that
ASTNN and WySiWiM were evaluated on. Figure 4 illustrates an
example of Type-4 cloned methods: despite being named similarly,
the signi�cant di�erences in method bodies makes many token-
based approaches fail to identify the cloning.
The Experiment. We train a binary classi�er which yields a prob-
ability that two code fragments given as inputs constitute a clone
pair. We keep to the default threshold probability of 0.5 for the
classi�cation decision. To include negative samples in the test and
training sets, we randomly shu�e known clone pairs in the dataset
and create new non-clone pairs.
The Results. Table 3 summarizes the performance results of a
ResNet model trained with CodeGrid representations against the
baselines. While ASTNN achieves higher precision by 0.3 percent-
age points, CodeGrid improves it by ∼8 percentage points in terms

Table 3: Performances on Code Clone Detection.

Method Precision Recall F1

ASTNN 99.8 88.3 93.7
WySiWiM 95.4 94.3 94.8

CodeGrid 99.6 96.1 97.8

of recall. Furthermore, CodeGrid combined with any token vec-
torizing method yields balanced scores in terms of precision and
recall compared to ASTNN.

3.4 CodeGrid on Code Classi�cation

Reuse and maintenance activities in software engineering often
require some degree of comprehension of what program code is
doing, i.e., what algorithm/functionality are implemented. To that
end, code classi�cation has been studied as an important software
engineering task for benchmarking AI models targeting software
engineering. Note that in some work, code classi�cation is referred
to as algorithm classi�cation [7] and promoted as an important
research direction in guided programming where developers are
provided with alternate code suggestions based on the comprehen-
sion of what the developer code is about.
The Task. Given a sample method, the code classi�cation task con-
sists in predicting the label re�ecting the implemented functionality.
We use a dataset [55] containing C programs written by 500 stu-
dents to answer 104 programming questions on OpenJudge3. Each
question addresses a speci�c functionality, such as implementing
bubble sort. For each question, OpenJudge veri�ed 500 solutions
as correct and thus share the same label. Figure 5 illustrates two
examples of such correct solutions.
TheExperiment.We train amulti-class classi�er whereCodeGrid
representations are fed to a ResNet architecture. The resulting
model yields scores for the probability that a given code sample is
related to one of the 104 functionalities in the benchmark. The �nal
classi�cation selects the functionality for which the probability is
the highest. For this multi-class classi�cation task, we use micro-
average4 precision when computing the model scores.
The Results. Table 4 reports the performance results. ASTNN
and TBCNN authors only reported Accuracy metrics on this bench-
mark. CodeGrid enables the ResNet-based model to achieve similar
performance to the baselines (by 1% from ASTNN), while outper-
forming the WySiWiM baseline by about 3 percentage points. This
result suggests that CodeGrid is e�ective in eliminating the pixel
noise introduced by WySiWiM (which takes screenshots and also
feeds them into a ResNet architecture), instead of extracting the
most relevant information in the spatial layout of code.

CodeGrid also improves over TBCNN, which was the �rst model
to be applied to the OpenJudge dataset. Finally, we note that the
ResNet architecture trained with CodeGrid representations yields
balanced precision and recall: both metrics provide a performance
score at ∼92%, suggesting a good trade-o� between avoiding false
positives and recalling labels for most samples.

3http://poj.openjudge.cn/
4https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/model_evaluation.html#multiclass-and-
multilabel-classi�cation
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void main() {

int i, n, max1 = 0,

max2 = 0, a[100];

scanf("%d", &n);

for(i=0; i<n; i++) {

scanf("%d", &a[i]);

if(max1 < a[i])

max1 = a[i];

}

printf("\n%d\n", max1);

for(i=0; i<n; i++) {

if(max2 < a[i] &&

max1 > a[i])

max2 = a[i];

}

printf("%d\n", max2);

}

(a) Program 1

1 main() {

2 int i, n, a[100], max1

, max2 , temp;

3 scanf("%d", &n);

4 for(i=0; i<n; i++)

5 scanf("%d", &a[i]);

6 max1 = 0;

7 for(i=1; i<n; i++)

8 if(a[max1] < a[i])

9 max1 = i;

10 temp = a[0];

11 a[0] = a[max1];

12 a[max1] = temp;

13 max2 = 1;

14 for(i=2; i<n; i++)

15 if(a[max2] < a[i])

16 max2 = i;

17 temp = a[1];

18 a[1] = a[max2];

19 a[max2] = temp;

20 printf("\n%d", a[0]);

21 printf("\n%d", a[1]);

22 }

(b) Program 2

Figure 5: Two student programs submitted to “�nd and dis-

play the 2 largest numbers in an array”

Table 4: Performance on Code Classi�cation

Approach Accuracy Precision F1

ASTNN 98.2 - -
TBCNN 94.0 - -
WySiWiM 89.7 85.7 86.3

CodeGrid 97.2 97.2 97.2

3.5 CodeGrid on Vulnerability Detection

Beyond code clone detection and code classi�cation, software engi-
neers must constantly be on the lookout for vulnerabilities in their
code. These are bugs that expose the software system to security
breaches. Their detection however is generally challenged by the
lack of exploits (i.e., vulnerability-revealing test cases). To cope with
this gap, the literature proposes approaches that statically analyse
the code and leverages similarity-based [42, 47] or pattern-based
techniques [14, 27, 30, 58] to predict the presence of vulnerabilities.
The former techniques are rather ine�ective [49] while the latter
techniques are costly and cannot scale because they often require
extensive human expert intervention to identify vulnerable code
patterns, or to engineer features for prediction learning. In recent
years, deep neural networks based approaches such as SySeVR [48]
have been proposed for the task of predicting vulnerable code.
The Task. Given a code sample, the vulnerability detection task
consists in predicting whether it is vulnerable or not. We used
the evaluation dataset collected by SySeVR. It includes samples
from two sources: the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [56],
which includes vulnerabilities from production software, and the
Software Assurance Reference Dataset (SARD) [57], which includes
vulnerabilities from production, synthetic and academic software.

Table 5: Performance on Vulnerability Detection

Method Accuracy Precision F1

SySeVR 98.0 90.8 92.6
Checkmarx 72.9 30.9 36.1

CodeGrid 98.4 94.9 92.9

Each sample in the �nal dataset is labeled either as "good" (i.e.
having no vulnerabilities) or "bad" (i.e. having vulnerabilities).
The Experiment.We train a binary classi�er by feedingCodeGrid
representations of code samples along with their label into a ResNet
architecture. The included vulnerabilities span several issues related
to pointer or array usage, arithmetic expressions, and API calls.
The Results. Table 5 reports the experimental results. We also
include the performance reported by SySeVR authors on their own
tool as well on the Checkmarx commercial tool. CodeGrid repre-
sentations fed to a ResNet led to a performance improvement over
SySeVR for the vulnerability detection task. The gap is particularly
large in terms of Precision (by 4%).

3.6 CodeGrid on Code Completion

In integrated development environments (IDEs), code completion
is a feature that is highly sought by developers. It is about gener-
ating missing code at a speci�c location by using the surrounding
code as context. It helps to speed up coding and can contribute to
reducing programming mistakes. Actually, more generally, code
completion can be seen as �rst step towards program synthesis,
which remains one the oldest and most challenging problem in
computer science [73]. It is thus an extremely challenging task that
has uses even in other research directions of software engineering,
including automatic program repair.

The Task. Given an incomplete program with some missing part,
i.e., a hole, the code completion task consists in predicting the
missing token(s). We rely on the java-small dataset released by
Alon et al. [4], which includes code samples from 11 Java projects
collected from GitHub.
The Experiment.We train a code completion engine by leveraging
PixelCNN [72], a generative model targeting images. PixelCNN was
initially proposed to generate image variations (e.g., portraits of the
same person with di�erent facial expressions) based on an image
variant. By feeding PixelCNN with the CodeGrid representations
of code, we hypothesize that the architecture can learn to produce
variants. Thus, when given a partial grid, PixelCNN can suggest
the next cell value, which can be automatically mapped to a single
token in the vocabulary. For this experiment, we considered the
default parameters in PixelCNN implementation, and �xed the
size of the grid to a 32x32 matrix. Code completion is therefore
performed by iteratively predicting missing grid cell values until
a �lled cell is encountered or until we hit the boundary of the
grid. Figure 6 illustrates an example case where our model suggests
several possibilities among which the exact-match of the missing
code is predicting with the top-5 predictions.
The Results. Table 6 reports experimental results achieved with
CodeGrid (using PixelCNN) on the code completion task. We also
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public Peer getPeer () {

}

Top-5 Predictions: Probabilities

1. return peer; 61.4%

2. return peer<SPACE> 16.0%

3. Peer getPeer; 05.9%

4. Peer getPeer( 04.8%

5. public getPeer( 03.1%

Figure 6: Example of Code Completion achieved with Pixel-

CNN based on code representations yielded by CodeGrid

Table 6: Performance on Code Completion

acc@k (exact-match)

Approach/Model @1 @5

SLM 18.04 24.83

CodeGrid 7.54 15.09

provide results achieved by SLM, on the same dataset. To facilitate
comparisons, we use the acc@k (accuracy at k) metric proposed by
Alon et al. [4], which seeks to check whether the model can produce
the exact-match. The experimental data show that the PixelCNN
model trained on CodeGrid representations achieves low perfor-
mances compared to SLM in both measures. acc@1 and acc@5.
This suggests that a grid representation of code using Code2Vec
token’s embeddings as cell values is not suitable for such a task.
Despite these results, we also note that while our natural reference
is WySiWiM because it inspired our principled approach to account
for the spatial dimension of code, WySiWiM is not aware of code
tokens and therefore cannot even be applied to code completion
task, unlike CodeGrid. Finally, the results of our ablation study on
the code completion task ( Table 2b) show that the “Color Vectoriz-
ing” method provides substantially better results compared to the
“Word2Vec Vectorizing” and the “Code2Vec Vectorizing” methods.
The code completion task is a token generation which is e�ectively
a multi-class prediction problem. Code2vec produces much larger
vectors, so we speculate that the color vectors are e�ectively per-
forming a rank reduction increasing the probability weight on more
likely tokens. And our results suggest that this reduction works
particularly well for code completion where it is safer relative to
natural language to ignore the long tail of tokens, which include
variables that are out of scope.

Findings: Trained on CNN architectures, CodeGrid code rep-
resentations yields near the baseline’s performance on all three
classi�cation tasks. The experimental results show that the code
spatiality signal captured by CodeGrid (with the Code2Vec to-
ken’s embeddings) is indeed useful for learning to solve software
engineering tasks.

CODEGRID

Figure 7: Constructing a Destroyed-Typesetting Grid

CODEGRID

Figure 8: Constructing a Left-Aligned Grid

3.7 Validating That Code Is Spatial

CodeGrid is based on a fundamental assertion, which we made,
that code is spatial ( 2.1). Our representation design follows this
assertion and strives to faithfully capture code layout. When em-
ployed with CNN-based architectures CodeGrid representations
achieve near the considered baseline performance on a variety of
software engineering tasks where AI solutions are increasingly
sought. We propose to further validate our initial assertion through
adapted ablation studies.

The experimental objective is to assess to what extent being
faithful to the developer code layout is important. Our assumption
is that if the coordinate system is not preserved as is, the resulting
representations should lead to less performance on the software
engineering tasks. We consider two variations for the code layout,
where the typesetting is entirely destroyed (i.e., loss of horizontal
and vertical spatial information) or the code is simply left-justi�ed
(i.e., loss of horizontal information only).

Untypeset Grid. Our �rst variation emulates the case where type-
setting does not matter. For this variant, we destroy both the spatial
dimension of code — both horizontal and vertical — when construct-
ing the grid, as illustrated in Figure 7. To that end, we remove all
spatial properties that are not necessary for execution: we drop line
breaks and convert tabs into single spaces. After �attening the code
into a single line, we build a square matrix whose boundaries no
longer map to the initial code lines. We set the grid size based on
the following equation:

6A83F8Cℎ = 6A83ℎ486ℎC = 248; (B@AC (# )) (7)

where # is the code snippet length including all white-spaces.
Left-Aligned Grid. Our second variation emulates the case where
the spatial dimension is only partially destroyed. For example, we
lose the horizontal dimension information (e.g., indentation) but
retain vertical dimension (e.g. line breaks are kept, but all tabs are
removed to left-align the code as in Figure 8). In this con�guration,
the grid size is constrained by the number of lines of code and the
number of tokens and spaces in the longest line of code.
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Table 7: Comparing performance with di�erent variations

of the code grid representation

Task Code Representation Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Untypeset Grid 80.8 80.8 80.8 80.8
Code Classi�cation Left-Aligned Grid 85.8 85.8 85.8 85.8

CodeGrid 97.2 97.2 97.2 97.2

Untypeset Grid 89.2 89.1 85.6 87.3
Code Clone Detection Left-Aligned Grid 93.9 92.0 97.2 94.5

CodeGrid 99.6 99.8 96.1 97.9

Untypeset Grid 88.7 88.5 88.6 88.5
Vulnerability Prediction Left-Aligned Grid 88.5 88.4 88.5 88.4

CodeGrid 98.4 94.9 91.0 92.9

Experiments. This ablation study builds the grid from code tokens
as usual. We consider both typesetting-destroying prepossessing
variations described above. Due to computational costs, we do not
consider experimentations on the code completion task.
Results. Table 7 presents the experimental results with the code
grid representation variations. Destroying the typesetting entirely
leads to the largest performance gap (up to 16% Accuracy in code
classi�cation) compared to the designed CodeGrid representation.
Models trained with left-aligned grid representations also under-
perform compared to CodeGrid, although they generally over-
perform models trained with untypeset grids. These results clearly
con�rm that typesetting matters in code representation and that
code is indeed spatial.

The experimental results con�rm that preserving typesetting in
code representations improves the performance of AI architec-
tures in software engineering tasks. The hypothesis that code is
spatial is thus validated.

3.8 Variations in Grid Cell Filling

As introduced in Section 2, the grid cells in CodeGrid representa-
tions are �lled with the objective of keeping the coordinate system:
we implement two vector �lling mechanisms:
◗ Exact-copy. In this mechanism, which is the one adopted for Code-
Grid, all grid cells spanning the character positions of the token are
�lled with the same vector value associated to the token. Figure 9a
illustrates what a grid row (representing a line of code) would look
like. We remind the reader that the �nal representations are not the
illustrative images shown for readability in this paper. Instead, the
representations are grids (high-dimensional matrices) with token
vector values.
◗ First cell only. In this alternate mechanism, only the cell associated
to the position of the �rst character is �lled with the value of
the token vector. The token’s remaining default to the grid’s cell
initialization value). Figure 9b illustrates what a grid row would
look like. The grid is therefore sparse.

We apply variants of CodeGrid representations considering
both mechanisms on the code classi�cation task. Experimental
results show that the variant yielding sparse grids substantially
underperforms against our initial design of CodeGrid: f1-score
drops by 12%.

(a) All the token cells are �lled

(b) Fist cell of each token is �lled

Figure 9: Examples of Variations in Grid Cell Filling with the

statement "int r = rand() % 20;"

3.9 Grid Construction Methods

The main contribution of our work is its principled demonstration
of the signal inherent to the spatial dimension of code via a spatially
aware code representation. We show that AI models can bene�t
from this representation. Our design focuses on the layout informa-
tion while retaining tokens and their spatial relations. We devise
an ad-hoc heuristic of importance based on the TF-IDF algorithm
to map tokens to vectors in the RGB color-coding scheme (using
brightness for sorting). We also consider the use of other meth-
ods (the use a pre-trained Code2Vec models as well as Word2Vec
newly trained model) for inferring the tokens vectors. Overall re-
sults on Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 suggest that our Code2Vec
coding scheme is generally more e�ective than Word2Vec, which is
also more e�ective than Color vectorizing. This performance order
re�ects the richness of information carried out by the token em-
beddings: on the one end of the spectrum, Color-based embeddings
carry no semantics; on the other end Code2Vec embeddings are
built based on AST paths of code snippets in the dataset.

4 RELATED WORK

Our work is related to various research directions in the literature.
We overview the most recent works and discuss how CodeGrid

contributes to the domains of code representation learning for
automated problem-solving in software engineering.

4.1 Code Representation Learning in General

E�cient representation of source code is essential for various soft-
ware engineering tasks. While initial representations were built on
architectures such as Word2Vec [52], Doc2Vec [43] or BERT [21],
either by using their pre-trained models or retraining them (e.g.,
CodeBERT [24]), there is a momuntum of research works that pro-
pose specialized architectures to statically deep-learn structural and
semantic representations of code. Code2vec [5] is a prominent such
example that develops a path-based approach with an attention-
based neural network to learn code embeddings. The Tree-based
Convolutional Neural Network (TBCNN) approach proposed by
Mou et al. [54] was also successfully applied in various tasks. Simi-
larly, ASTNN et al. [78] later managed to outperform TBCNN and
other baselines in several tasks.
➥ Unlike the aforementioned approaches which are known as em-
beddings, because they are produced based on learning through
deep neural networks, CodeGrid builds a code grid representation
that preserves the coordinate system that is inherent to code and
by vectorizing code tokens via a simple and transparent mapping
mechanism where token importance in the corpus is encoded. Both
approaches can be complementary, where token vectors can be
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learned with specialized architectures to capture even more con-
textual information, and the spatial dimension, whose importance
was demonstrated in our experiments, is preserved by CodeGrid.

4.2 Image-Based Representations of Code

Successful applications of AI in software engineering has attracted
interest of researchers from various disciplines. For example, in
the malware detection community, image-based representations
of applications are already considered to exploit the capabilities of
computer vision algorithms in order to learn to discriminate mal-
ware from goodware [20, 32]. In software engineering, there are
increasing attempts in this respect. Chen et al. [15] have proposed
an approach where characters of source code are converted into
pixels whose colors are decided based on the ASCII decimal value
of each character. The resulting pixels are then arranged in a matrix,
which is viewed as an image. Besides the fact that tokens are lost in
this translation, the construction of the matrix does not take into
account the developer typesetting. More recently, Keller et al. [39]
proposed to consider code screenshots as inputs to visual repre-
sentation learning. While the authors indeed capture the spatial
dimension of code, the fact is that the representation made with
raw pixels introduces a signi�cant amount of noise.
➥ While visual representations of code experimentally provide
appealing performance, we have shown that CodeGrid represen-
tations captures better the underlying signal related to the spatial
dimension of code.We expect future work to further investigate this
principled methodology towards producing richer representations.

4.3 AI for Software Engineering

Research on the automation of several software engineering tasks
is being rebooted lately due to the improved performance of AI al-
gorithms, the availability of data and compute capacity as well
as the democratization of various deep learning programming
frameworks. Tasks such as code classi�cation, code clone detec-
tion [54, 78], code completion [4, 11, 50, 51], defect/vulnerability
predictions [25, 46, 48] are now classically used to benchmark
research advances in AI for software engineering. Existing ap-
proaches exploit di�erent signals in the code: lexical information in
tokens [31, 38, 60], structural information and ASTs and other pro-
gram tree representations [4, 54, 78], or visual information [39, 48].
➥ While some research work develop representation learning ap-
proaches for a speci�c task, our CodeGrid representations can be
inferred for any multiline code fragments and be applied to any
task. In contrast, representations such as Code2vec, which require
AST path traversals, are challenging to apply to arbitrary code
fragments; similarly, approaches, such as WySiWiM, cannot be
applied to tasks that require decoding the representation back to
code (e.g., code completion). Finally, representations such as SLM
speci�cally aim a single task where they are extremely e�ective.
While CodeGrid is generic, it helped classical CNN-based learn-
ing architectures achieve near SOTA results for various software
engineering tasks.

5 CONCLUSION

We have argued that code typesetting should be preserved when
constructing representations of code to feed to neural network
architectures targeting software engineering tasks. We therefore
investigated the spatial dimension of code and designed the Code-
Grid approach as a principledmethodology for representing code in
a way that preserves its visual layout. Spatially-aware architectures
are best placed to leverage CodeGrid representations. We showed
that augmenting them with CodeGrid provides performance that
is on-par with literature baselines for several software engineering
tasks. We further validated our initial assertion that code is spatial
by experimentally showing that, when representations are not faith-
ful to the typesetting, models under-perform compared to when
they use CodeGrid representations. Future work will investigate
embedding techniques for token vectorizing that directly account
for spatial information.
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